ITC Sentinel MDR is a complete security solution that delivers preventative protection, post-breach detection, automated investigation and response.

As businesses and the technical architectures that support them evolve, perimeter-less security is becoming the new normal. With this comes new risk requiring alternative strategies for response and mitigation.

To minimise cyber security risk to your business, it is essential to gain visibility of and rapidly identify and shut down cyber threats. Being able to do that 24/7 is another challenge.
SOLUTION OVERVIEW

ITC’s Sentinel MDR solution combines the people, process and technology required to identify threats and contain them, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

ITC’s world-class Security Operations Centre leverages Microsoft Defender for Endpoint and Microsoft’s cloud-native SIEM tool, Azure Sentinel. Our experts deliver this fully integrated and sustainable solution to give you protection across the entire kill chain, and therefore safeguarding your business.

KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS

Unparalleled Visibility
- Multiple-source data collection to detect and pivot across the kill chain
- Built on the industry’s deepest insight into threats and shared signals
- Machine-level vulnerability context during incident investigations

Exceptional Threat Detection
- Powered by global-scale threat intelligence
- Expert-level threat and behavioural monitoring and analysis
- Advanced threat hunting across whole estate

Expert Response
- Respond to sophisticated threats in minutes
- Analyst-driven security incident management
- Automated containment and mitigation

Security recommendations and best practice advice for improved cyber security posture

Empower in-house teams with access to ITC’s security expert oversight and assistance

Seamless integration across Microsoft Security portfolio and ITSM tools (ServiceNow etc.)

24x7x365 management, detection and response

WHY ITC

ITC has over two decades of experience delivering cyber security solutions to organisations in over 180 countries. Delivered and managed from our world-class, London-based, Security Operations Centre, we utilise the best in breed technology and combine it with the finest talent in the industry. This ensures we can provide your business with consistent, high-quality managed security services.

Take control of your risk and let us manage it for you.

CONTACT US

Get in touch about a proof of value today and see the benefits for yourself.

ITC is making the digital world a safer place to do business.
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